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Stay prepared with training that changes when the very
nature of warfare is facing major revisions.
From near‑peer conflict and multi‑domain operations to urban warfare
and protecting vulnerable installations, InVeris provides integrated
virtual and live‑fire training to meet tomorrow’s challenges.

There’s a long‑time saying that you should “train like you
fight.” But what happens to training when the very nature of
warfare is facing major revision?

Here’s how InVeris Training Solutions readies you for the next‑generation battlefield:
Innovative thinking to prepare you for
emerging threats

Win in theater through state‑of‑the‑art,
live‑fire training

Protect your troops and the countries they defend
with virtual reality + relevant scenarios

InVeris offers military forces the world’s only
complete live-fire training solution.

Train your troops with proven simulation
and 35 years of FATS® innovation

Because your mission can’t afford downtime,
support your training with 24/7 global
customer service

Prepare for urban warfare with both virtual and
live‑fire training using the InVeris SHOTT™ House
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Innovative thinking to prepare
you for EMERGING THREATS.
To keep pace with fast‑changing threats, our staff is collaborating with
advanced programs that has revolutionized military training. We know that
our present pioneering work with military small arms training is only the
threshold of changes mandated by future security concerns.

ADVANCED PROGRAMS
T H AT R E V O L U T I O N I Z E

MILITARY TRAINING
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Protect your troops and the
countries they defend with
VIRTUAL REALITY +
RELEVANT SCENARIOS
Military police form the strategic first line to protect installations, bases and other
defense areas. InVeris has developed a fully immersive virtual reality system to
train these critical personnel with their combined military and law enforcement
duties: from response to terrorist attacks to handling continuum of force with
domestic criminal encounters. The InVeris VR‑DT (Virtual Reality – Decision &
Tactics) offers a robust platform, containing vivid 3D courseware.
For military, InVeris creates all scenario content for the VR‑DT, allowing you to
author new scenarios for your mission. InVeris’ years of experience developing
military training translates into mastering unforgettable real‑world conflicts.

ALWAYS HAVE THE
LATEST TRAINING PLATFORM
FOR REAL-WORLD SITUATIONS
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Train your troops with 35 years of
proven FATS® virtual innovation.
The InVeris VR‑DT evolved out of our FATS® line of virtual systems,
each geared to different training situations. Our FATS® simulators can
help trainees learn critical combat skills simultaneously, including:
marksmanship, heavy weapons, collective and de-escalation skills.
For example, our FATS® 100MIL simulation training system puts
trainees in the action, facing realistic pressures while maintaining
situational awareness. The system uses the same high‑fidelity ballistic
engine validated by the U.S. Army, U.S. Marine Corps and international
military customers, complemented by our wireless BlueFire® simulated
weapons, with over 300 variants available.
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Prepare for urban warfare with both virtual and live fire
using the InVeris SHOTT™ House.
Conflict in urban areas calls for new approaches to critical skills
training, fully integrating live‑fire and virtual systems. The InVeris Shoot
House Optimized for Tactical Training (SHOTT™) provides this kind of
tactical environment. In addition to InVeris’ shooting range equipment,
you can install a FATS® virtual training system in the SHOTT™ House
for a comprehensive solution for marksmanship, sustainment and
judgmental training. Trainees can practice necessary skills such as

CLICK EACH IMAGE
TO VIEW MORE

forced entry, room navigation, dynamic and covert clearing,
team tactics and judgmental use of force in one dynamic
facility. The SHOTT™ House even allows users to practice
securing a structure via live or virtual weapons. In addition, your
own video scenarios projected on the walls create a flexible
scenario for rapid customization based on your mission.

SHOTTTM HOUSE
offers either L I V E ‑ F I R E

OR V I R T U A L S C E N A R I O S
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Win in theater through state‑of‑the‑art,
live‑fire training.
Live‑fire training helps soldiers accomplish their mission when
boots are on the ground. Our military live‑fire range equipment
has operated on global installations for decades, regularly
withstanding the harshest range conditions. We offer total
shooting range solutions, including a wide variety of static and
moving targets representing infantry and armor for every
type of training.

ADVANCED TARGET SYSTEMS.
Perceive and respond to realistic threats with calmness and precision.
Fast‑moving enemies. Friend-or-foe discrimination. Split‑second
decision‑making skills. Cover and concealment. Low‑light situations.
Turning targets. Our spectrum of target technologies make that happen:

CLICK EACH IMAGE
TO LEARN MORE
Infantry Targets

A WIDE VARIETY OF TARGETS

IN THE HARSHEST OF CONDITIONS

FOR DECADES

Armor Targets

Bullet Traps

Feedback

Mobility
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Rely on our Turnkey Range Solutions:
One Vendor. One Contract. One Stop.
InVeris offers military forces the world’s only complete live-fire training solution.
InVeris provides your organization with a fully equipped range in as little as
120 days, start to finish, from understanding your requirements to welcoming
trainees. That’s why we have more than 80,000 targets fielded on 122 military
bases globally. Our indoor and outdoor ranges feature advanced targetry,
traps and control systems, customized to your training needs.
We build every range for longevity and ruggedness to stand up
to day-in, day‑out use for years to come.

RUGGED
LONG LASTING
GLOBAL
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Because your mission can’t afford
downtime, support your training with
24/7 global customer service.
InVeris Training Solutions combines an agile approach with unmatched
expertise to deliver cutting‑edge, first‑rate training solutions that keep
military forces prepared and ready to serve — Because Seconds Matter™.
We remain the global leader in integrated live‑fire and virtual weapons
training solutions. Through our legacy technologies, FATS® and Caswell,
InVeris Training Solutions has fielded 15,500 live‑fire ranges and 7,500
virtual systems globally during our 95‑year history. InVeris is your
one‑stop partner for complete combat readiness.

inveristraining.com

Follow us

Contact Us for Help
To find out how InVeris can help your agency, call
us today at +1‑800‑813‑9046 , or by clicking here.
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